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The development of new technique in pass few years that solve problem of 
wireless communication system limitation such as a frequency reused and Multi-
Element Array: MEA is discovered. The MEAs technique can increase channel 
capacity with the same bandwidth. MIMO is one of technique using more antennas 
for a transmitter and a receiver to increase channel capacity. The channel capacity of 
this technique will be linearly increased with number of antenna. 
This research presents a model to study the relation between the channels 
capacity and antenna radiation pattern using numerical method for multiple input-
multiple output (MIMO) by using numerical method.  And Channel capacity is 
observed by a Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF). This leads 
to a test of the model by measuring the signal by the instrument. The antenna type that 
make up the channel capacity increases. For various conditions which model the 
relationship between the channel capacities with the radiation pattern of the antenna 
was found. From our propose model show that the directional antenna can improve 
the MIMO capacity in outdoor scenario, when the directional antenna is in proper 
direction. Directional antenna can increase the capacity of the channel over the 
antenna pattern when the outdoor environment. Finally, this model will test with 
measurement tools in difference antenna configuration and environment. The model 
of the relationship between the channel capacity with the radiation pattern of the 
antenna was found that the directional antenna can be increased the channel capacity 
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 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 # 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"#)($	61 
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6ก7("# 	ก9  19%??(กR$	ก8%ก #  (frequency selective fading 
channel) &19%??( #  6&%%"#"9ก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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/%??("#/ 
(Angle of Arrival : AoA) /%??("#9%%ก (Angle of Departure : AoD)  "#
??(3 (Time of Arrival : ToA) 4 23#%	9/%%1RSก!6	9
 #  ก9 %19%??( HOne-RingO (Petrust, Reed and Rappaport, 1996) 
%19%??(1)8"# (Spatial Channel Model : SCM) &%19%??( 
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619"+7"#9 (Foschini, 1996; Foschini and Gans, 1998; Gesbert, Shafi, Shiu, Smith 
and Naguib, 2003; Jensen and Wallace, 2004; Telatar, 1995) $		/% Foschini (1996) 
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19%??( %! (Gesbert, Shafi, Shiu, Smith and Naguib, 2003) &	%	/%
)%)"-)%"!)" 6	 (Gesbert, Shafi, Shiu, Smith and 
Naguib, 2003; Jensen and Wallace, 2004) 
 & 	/% Foschini (1996) Foschini and Gans (1998)  Shiu, Foschini, 
Gans and Kahn (2000) Patzold and Hogstad (2004) /( Svantesson and Ranheim (2001) 
"ก+3ก7	0	6<"#9 0 419%??("#/95(! (perfect 
channel information)  3ก65"#"9ก )8#%616ก (& 9 
19%??( 6	 Telatar (1995)  Khalighi, Brossier, Jourdain and Raoof (2001) 
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95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%%!RS# (water-filling power allocation 
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0%/%
กกก	 (Svantesson and Ranheim, 2001; Wallace and Jensen, 2004; Wyglinski and 
Blostein, 2003) 
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2.1  # 
"#ก96""# 1  !&ก6	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%
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8%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ก+,ก	6$ % ก	4$/++	3'/++$ %  
กก19 (stochastic process) 

4ก*7ก	ก 	+ HstochasticO 

,2$ ก	










2.2.1  "  
9 (random variable)  8% ("# 9 $	%ก9 9"#%4
 96 9&3#ก 9 T %ก
,
") (relative frequency) /%กก9
 9 )(ก"%9"	 s  "#ก05%	9 (sample space) "	 
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#
Rก!1&3#"#%ก6&กก"% T 23#/	65/% 
 
( , )X t s     (2.1) 
 
 T t T− ≤ ≤  2T   8% 19/%กก"& &กก&6& s   9	
 9&3#"9ก js  5?ก7(!/%Rก!1"# 94 ( , )jX t s  
	กRก!19 Rก!1%	9 (sample function) 6"กก &กก& t  
 9 "# 9&3#"9ก kt  9 ( , )kX t s  "#ก%	 
 










{ }1 2( ), ( ),..., ( )nx t x t x t    (2.3) 
 
4ก ก  








 % ก'0 ก	(+ก	$
 ก4ก. ' ก	/$,2$
ก	(+ก	$
.44($ s  ก"&
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/( '0ก กก	+ 	( /(2ก7,2$6ก76($
ก	(+ก	$
 ก! 1 2, ,..., kX X X '0/'	
 !4กก	ก$ (sampling) 
ก	(+ก	$















( , )k k
X X t s
X X t s


















1 2, ,..., 1 2 1 1 2 2
( , ,..., ) , ,...,
kx x x k k k





	($/'	k  ( thk -order 
joint probability density function) !'0 
 
1 2, ,..., 1 2
( , ,..., )
kx x x k
f x x x    (2.6) 
 
4( !ก,2$ ' 4('0ก	)+,2$6ก76($ก	(+ก	$
 /(
$,5$% 
2.2.2  %?*9 
 9


















   (2.7) 
 ( )( )x tf x  & 89$ก
/
4('0$ ( )X t $ก ' E 


















2.3.3  "!  
 9%&):!  (autocorrelation) /%กก19  ( )X t  /! 
1 2( , )xR t t  
!
ก+E$,$36	($/'	
$ 1( )X t  /( 
2( )X t   !4กก	$กก	(+ก	$





1 2 1 2
1 2 ( ), ( ) 1 2 1 2
( , ) ( ) ( )
( , )
x
x t x t
R t t E X t X t





  (2.8) 
 
 
1 2( ), ( ) 1 2
( , )x t x tf x x  '089$ก
/
4('0+$ (the second order 
probability density function) $ก	(+ก	$
 ( )X t  
2.2.4  )")%*@ 
 9%%$$ 	2! (autocovariance) /%กก19 ( )X t  /! 










ก	 (2.7) /( (2.8) 4( ! 
 




/'	'	 (variance) $ ( )X t   !4ก 1 2( , )xC t t  $. 
 








   (2.11) 
 
2.2.5  !&-( 












	 ก	 9&):!/  (cross-correlation) &9กก19 ( )X t
 ( )Y t 4 
 
{ }( , ) ( ) ( )xyR t u E X t Y u=    (2.12) 
 
{ }( , ) ( ) ( )yxR t u E Y t X u=    (2.13) 
 











( ) ( )
( )









 =  
  
R    (2.14) 
 
  t uτ = −  	4(	ก 
	ก-.    
	ก-
")  (correlation matrix)  $
ก	(+ก	$
 ( )X t /( ( )Y t  
2.2.6  "	%ก'	ก 
E-
+ (ensemble average) &ก	E$ก	(+ก	$
 
( )X t   kt  2$ -2$'0ก	E4ก'0 ' !.$
$89$ก$
.$$ก	(+ก	$
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ก&4(!$)+,2$ก	 E -




















X t X t dt
T→∞
−
< >= ∫    (2.15) 
 





X t X t dt
T→∞
−
< >= ∫    (2.16) 
 
1















+	กก (ergodicity) $& 
 '.4('04	$ 
 
{ }( ) ( )E X t X t=< >    (2.18) 
 
{ }2 2( ) ( )E X t X t=< >    (2.19) 
 
{ }( ) ( ) ( ) ( )E X t X t X t X tτ τ− =< − >   (2.20) 
 
ก4ก.E	3'/++& % '0 ' !.$
$ก	(+ก	$






2.3  #;<*- 
"7/9 ก#	/%กก	&	/++ 	! )8#%6& /63
"# "#ก#	/%ก 9 19%??( "#"ก+3ก79% 34%"3)8<
"7ก8#%	9 T "#ก#	/%ก19%??( %" :ก 9/9 ก& 9
#	
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( )k kP X x p= =    (2.21) 
 








































  =    
























1) ( ) 0kI x = 	+ 1kp =  
2) ( ) 0kI x ≥ 	+ 0 1kp≤ ≤  
3) ( ) ( )k jI x I x> 	+ k jp p<  
4) ( ) ( ) ( )k i k iI x x I x I x= + ,! 	+ kx /( jx '0	(ก$, 
























































  =    
∑
∑
   (2.24) 
 










20 ( ) logH X M≤ ≤    (2.25) 
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 (joint probability distribution)
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( , ) ( , )
( | ) ( )
( | ) ( )
i j i j
j i i
j i i
p x y P X x Y y
P Y y X x P X x
p y x p x
= = =
= = = =
=
  (2.28) 
 
2.3.4  - 
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H X p x
p x=
  =    
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  =    
  =    
  =    
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H X Y y p x y
p x y=
  = =   
∑  (2.31) 
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( | )NH X Y y= 	 94"9ก 1( )p y , 1( )p y , ... , ( )Np y   
& 9
#	/%9 9/% Y   
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H X Y H X Y y p y
=
= =∑  
                   2
1 1
1





p x y p y
p x y= =
  =   
∑∑  (2.32) 









p x y= =
  =   
∑∑  
 
)! ( | )H X Y   8%  9"#3 99%/%??( X  "#)(
&ก 9/%??( Y  "#/%%ก/%19%??( 9 ( )H X   8%  9"#3
 99%/%??( X   (ก7(/%&9ก $	&กก  9 
( | )H X Y  9/กก9 ( )H X  8#%ก/9"#กก9   99%
/% X  &ก/9)#ก19%??(	9% /9"#)#
	ก9 /99 (mutual information) 23# 9"9ก 
 
( ; ) ( ) ( | )I X Y H X H X Y= −    (2.33) 
 
4ก
ก	 (2.30) /( (2.32) 4( ! 
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( ; ) ( , )log ( , )log
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I X Y p x y p x y




= = = =
= =
    = −       





ก ก /% 9/99&8% ( ; )I X Y  ก (2.33) )9/99 
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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1) ( ; ) ( ; )I X Y I Y X=  
2) ( ; ) 0I X Y ≥ 
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diagram) 5"# 2.2 
 
( ; )I X Y
( )H X
( | )H X Y ( | )H Y X
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I X Y p x y
p y= =
  =   
∑∑   (2.35) 
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( , ) ( | ) ( )i j j i ip x y p y x p x=    (2.36) 
 
/(/$$ ( )jp y  	3'$ 
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( ) ( | ) ( )
M
j j i i
i
p y p y x p x
=
=∑    (2.37) 
 
$.
&	/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$ ( , )i jp x y  /( ( )jp y  $
ก	 (2.35) 4( ! ( ; )I X Y  .4(
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random variable) 	+&.4ก. 4( '3/$ก
5ก76/++ 
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/++&$ 
(continuous random variable) 
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	'G. 	'G$ (differential entropy) 	+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	ก




















! kx k x= ∆   0,1,2,...k =  /( x∆  
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( ) lim ( ) log
( )
1
lim ( )log ( ) log
( )
1
( )log lim log ( )
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x k x k
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x kk




H X f x x
f x x
f x f x x x
f x











  = ∆    ∆ 
   = − ∆ ∆      
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 /(		ก	'G ( )H X  '0	'G

+3	6 (absolute entropy) ก		'G
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      =       




( ) 1xf x dx
∞
−∞




2 2( ) ( )xx f x dxµ σ
∞
−∞
− =∫    (2.43) 
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f x f x x f x
f x
λ λ µ
   + + −   
 (2.45) 
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+ก+ ( )xf x  /!
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&/ ( )xf x  $
ก	 (2.42) /( (2.43) 4(









 =   


























 −  = −   
   (2.50) 
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  −  = +   
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h X f x dx
f x
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f x e dx
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f x dx f x e dx



















  =    
 −  = +   
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  =    ∫ ∫  (2.53) 
 
 , ( , )x yf x y  & 89$ก
/
4('0	
(joint probability density function) 
$/'	




$&  (conditional probability density function) $/'	
 X  
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1) ( ; ) ( ; )I X Y I Y X=  
2) ( ; ) 0I X Y ≥ 
 
3) ( ; ) ( ) ( | )I X Y h X h X Y= −  
4) ( ; ) ( ) ( | )I X Y h Y h Y X= −  
 ( )h X  & 	'G$$ X  /( ( )h Y  	'G$
$ Y  	+ ( | )h X Y  & 	'G$/++
$&  (conditional differential 
entropy) $/'	
 X  
&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  =    ∫ ∫  (2.54) 
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White Gaussian Noise : AWGN) ก! kX  & 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 !4กก	ก$556 ( )X t  6 
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0N Bσ =    (2.57) 
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C I X Y E X P= =    (2.59) 
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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( ; ) ( ) ( | )k k k k kI X Y h Y h Y X= −    (2.60) 
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 = +   
  (2.64) 
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 = +   
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  = +   








$//(S	 (Shannon-Hartley theorem) 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#61)8#%
 (ก9)/% 8# 23#4Rก!1/%)ก2 (Space Coordinates Function)   















5"# 2.3 )ก"#61 (/%ก9)/% 8# 
 
 &ก61)8#%ก"#	%ก++"# 9 "# 18#%
	ก9 5ก (Power Pattern) /%	%ก+  กR"#ก#	/%
9&กRR6"+"9T "#+ "# 18#%	ก9 5 (Field 
Pattern) /%	%ก+ 
2.4.2   ก 
         9)%$2"%Sก (Isotropic Radiator)  8% 	%ก+"#5ก/3 
$	 (/%ก9)/% 8#"9ก6"ก"+" 	ก%	919 &9ก
 (Point Source) 4	%ก+&3# "#9 9ก61)8#%4
	"	ก	%ก+ก#	กก ( "+"/%	%ก+ 
         	%ก+"+" (Directional Antenna) 4	%ก+23# (/%
ก9 &8% 8#9&กRR6
)"+""#ก&"9 %	9/%	%ก+"#
 (ก9 8% 	%ก+%"+"6#	 (Omni-directional Antenna) 













5"# 2.4 5/%	%ก+%"+"6#	 
 
        ก5&95ก9)/%	%ก+ 9"+"6
 (Azimuth Plane) [ ( ), / 2f φ θ π= ] 941"+"6# (Elevation 




          %:	 (/%	%ก+6"%/%5ก9ก	 8#&ก 
(Principal Pattern) /%RR 9&ก &	%ก+$)211
 (Linearly Polarization) 5ก9ก	 8#6 E 4"#
 %!RR  "+"/%ก9)/% 8#"#"# 95ก9
ก	 8#6 H 4"# %!9&ก  "+"/%ก9
)/% 8#"#"# %	9ก5ก9ก	 8#&ก 65"# 














5"# 2.5 5ก9ก	 8#&ก  E  H /%	%ก+ก 
 
2.4.4 -ก+  
          )5/%ก9) (Radiation Lobe) 49&3#/%ก9)/% 8#"#ก/3
4( $	กS%/%9"# //%ก9)/% 8## 5"# 2.6ก 
5ก9)1/ (Polar Pattern)  23#94)59T 
          )5&ก (Major Lobe &8% Main Lobe) 4)5/%ก9)/% 8#23#%	596"+""#
ก9)/% 8#"# 5"# 2.6ก )5&ก%	596"+" 0θ = &	%ก+
1 %)5&กกก9 1 )5 19 	%ก+	ก 8# (Beam Antenna)  
          )5 8#ก (Minor Lobe) ก9)5%8#T%ก&8%ก)5&ก 
          )5/ (Side Lobe) 4)5 8#ก"#%	59ก)5&ก %	596"+" 3#ก2ก
	ก)5&ก 
          )5& (Back Lobe) 4)5 8#ก"#%	596 3#ก/ก)5&ก ก)5 8#ก
กกก9)/% 8#6"+""#9%ก &	%ก+"#%ก
)5&96&%	"# /%)5 8#ก ก4%9/% &9/%)
6)5"#ก 9% &9/%)6)5&ก 23#	ก9 %9/%)5/ (Side Lobe 
Ratio) &8% /%)5/ (Side Lobe Level ; SLL) 6";$	"# ก%ก6&




















/) 5ก9ก	 8#61 




                  $	"#ก9("#%%	%ก+%%ก4 3 9  8% (
6ก1% "R (Reactive Near-field Region) (9)6ก (Radiating Near-
field Region)  (9)ก (Far Field Region) 65"# 2.7 
 (6ก1% "R 4("#%%6ก	%ก+ก"# 
 41% "R496&?9 (	" 30.62 /R D λ<  ก/%
	%ก+ 8#%λ  4 	 8#  D  4"#	"#/%	%ก+ 
 (9)6ก 4(/%	%ก+"#%	59&9(











 กก	/%9T 	"ก	%ก+ 8#%	%ก+
/ก8#%"	ก 	 8# 6(%9ก/3 6(	" 
3 20.62 / 2 /D R Dλ λ< <   
(9)ก 4(/%	%ก+23#ก9)/%
/%	%ก+9T9/3ก	"/%	%ก+ 	%ก+6&?9
"9ก D  (9)ก ก/3"#	" 22 /R D λ>  ก	%ก+ 
6( ก7(4 / (Transverse Field) ก9
)/%9T9/3ก	" $	/%6/%(ก9 9 




5"# 2.7 ก9(/%ก	%ก+ 
 
2.4.6 %%'*.%"%%'* 
     ก&9	4	 &3#	4 23#	%/%
%	59"#+5	!ก/%ก"#+ r  5กS	9/%% 23#	 r 
65"# 2.8ก 8#%ก%"#+ r   	 2C rπ= &3#%/%ก 
 2π 	 ( 2 /r rπ ) 
     ก (Solid Angle) &9	4%	 ( sr )  &3#%	4
"#	%%	59"#+5	!ก/%ก"#+ r  65"# 2.8/ 8#%ก)8"#/%"
ก+ r   9"9ก 24 rπ  %"ก 4π  %	 ( 2 24 /r rπ ) 5"# 











2 sin   dA r d dθ θ φ=   2(m )  (2.67) 
 
% !ก%/% dΩ  /%"ก/	4 
 









5"# 2.8  ก /%	  %	 
 
2.4.7 ก(9ก 
           ก 3#ก (Half  Power Beamwidth: HPBW) 4"#&9
"# //%ก9)/% 8#6)5&ก  94 3#&3#/% 95 2  6
5"# 2.6 )8#% ก9%61 	9% HPBW " 
2.4.8  !-ก+ก-=9 
          8#%ก9&กRR"#616ก9/99ก 5กก&6&
 ):!ก)กRR $	 ):!ก9ก9 )%	 %!











= ×W E H    (2.69) 
8#%    W  = )%	 %!1#/( ( 2W/m ) 
           E  =  /RR1#/( (V/m ) 
          H  =  /9&ก1#/( (A/m ) 





ˆ= s nd da⋅ = ⋅∫∫ ∫∫ P W W    (2.70) 
8#%  P  = ก"&23#/( (W ) 
 da  = )8"#9	9%	T )8"#S ( 2m  ) 
           6ก(/%"#ก ก& 9
#	/% &9/%ก
$	ก%"ก" 9)%	 %!1#/( % 1   &	  
&"#ก 23#ก	4!$  65 j te ω 8#%ก& E  H  
4RR9&ก12% & ):!ก 9 E  H 1#/(
6Tก 
 
( , , ; ) Re[ ( , , ) ]j tx y z t E x y z e ω=E    (2.71) 
( , , ; ) Re[ ( , , ) ]j tx y z t H x y z e ω=H    (2.72) 
 





j tE H E He ω∗   × + ×   = ×W E H =  (2.73) 
 
  "%ก/% (2.73) 94Rก!1/%  "%"#%ก#	





1( , , ) Re
2











           ก%  1/2 6 (2.73)  (2.74) ก/3 ) E H 4 95 
9619 9 RMS ก (2.74) ก
#	"#9ก	%ก+ /	4 
 
rad av rad rad ˆW W n




P P ds da
ds∗






  (2.75) 
 
2.4.9 %-(-ก+ 
           ก /% 9 //%ก9) (Radiation Intensity) 6"+"
"#ก&6&  8% ก"#9%%กก	%ก+9%&9	  //%ก9)
/% 8#4)%!"# ?%	9&3#6ก (/%	%ก+ ก#	ก(
9)ก  //%ก9)/% 8# &ก 5(/% 




radU r W=    (2.76) 
 
8#%  U   =  //%ก9)/% 8# (W / &9	) 
 radW   =  &9/%ก9)/% 8# ( 2W/m ) 
            //%ก9)/% 8# /	 ):!กRR




( , ) ( , , )
2
( , , ) ( , , )
2
1 ( , ) ( , )
2
rU E r




θ φ θ φ
η
θ φ θ φ
η
θ φ θ φ
η
=
 +  




  (2.77) 
 
8#%  ( , , )E r θ φ  =  //%RR/%	%ก+6	ก 
 Eθ , Eφ   = 9ก%/%RR/%	%ก+6	ก 
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5/%กก61)8#% 3 //%ก9)/% 8#
19ก ก"&&$	 %"ก" ///%ก9)/% 8# 









= Ω =∫∫ ∫ ∫    (2.78) 
 


















   (2.79) 
 










          )8#%"#/63 90)"+" (Directivity) 4"#%5ก
 "Rก (Directive Gain) ก9%  "Rก6"+""#ก&  8%%9/% /
/%ก9)/% 8#6"+"9% ///%ก9)/% 8#/%
	%ก+ 23#61&%% 23#ก	%ก+&61%% 61&9ก 
1%$2"%Sก(Isotropic Point Source)  
           0)"+"  8% 9/% "Rก 6"+""# 9ก"# &8%ก9
9	T 90)"+"/%ก (	%ก+) "#94%$2"%Sก  8% %9
















U U UD D
U U P
π












           gD  =  "Rก (9&9	) 
           0D     = 0)"+" (9&9	) 
           U  =  ///%ก9)/% 8# (W/&9	) 
           maxU  =  95/% ///%ก9)/% 8# (W/&9	) 
           0U  =  ///%ก9)/% 8#/%&9ก1%$2
"%Sก (W/&9	) 
           
radP  = ก"#)9ก	"& (W) 
ก (2.81)  (2.82) "9  "Rก0)"+"/%&9ก
1%$2"%Sก 94&3# ")U , maxU  0U  9 9"9ก 
          0)"+"/%&9ก1%$2"%Sก  9"9ก&3# 
)99ก%%ก6"ก"+"	 9"#"9ก 9&ก (	%ก+) 
%8#T 	9%0)"+"กก9&3#% 
           /%%ก%	9&3#6"#ก 8%  9/% "Rกกก9&8%"9ก+5	!
%	ก9&8%"9ก0)"+" ( 00 gD D≤ ≤ ) 
          $	"#ก/% "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1( , ) ( , ) ( , )
2
U B F E Eθ φθ φ θ φ θ φη
 = ≈ +  
 (2.83) 
 
8#% 0B  4 9 "# Eθ  Eφ  49ก%/%RR"#	ก  95/%
ก"# (2.83) & 8% 
 
















( , ) sin
radP Ud
B F d d
π π
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θ φ θ θ φ
=
∫ ∫




4 ( , )( , )







θ φ θ θ φ
=
∫ ∫
   (2.87) 
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1 ( , )sin( , )








θ φ θ θ φ
θ φ





  (2.89) 
max






=    (2.90) 
 
max
( , )F θ φ  &6ก (2.90) )8#%"6&4"< (Normalize)  ///%
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D π π= =
Ω Θ Θ
   (2.91) 
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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1 2A r rΩ = Θ Θ    (2.92) 
 















1 2 1 2
1804
41253







Θ Θ Θ Θ
≃    (2.93) 
 








≃    (2.94) 
 
           ก"# (2.93)  (2.94) 61 8#%5ก9))	)5&ก)5
	 )5 8#ก%/กกT "9 &5ก9)23#%)5&ก
"#&8%ก 9/%0)"+""#&กก"# (2.91) &8% (2.92) $	"#)5 8#ก"#
5 ก&0)"+"$	61ก"# (2.91) &8% (2.92) 23#)5 8#ก"  9
5ก  
           $	กก "Rก0)"+"42 (dB) 
 
10( ) 10 logg gD dB D =      (2.95) 
[ ]0 10 0( ) 10logD dB D=    (2.96) 
 
2.4.11 "--ก 
          #"# (/%	%ก+%ก%	9&3#ก 8% %/		 (Gain) /%
	%ก+  %/		4 ):!ก0)"+" $	":0)/%
	%ก+/	 6/("#0)"+" %: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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"+"/%
	%ก+"9 
          %/		ก (Power Gain) /%	%ก+   6"+""#ก&6&  9
"9ก 4π  5(ก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9/% ///%ก9)/% 8# 6"+" 9%ก
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   (2.98) 
 
          ก5"# 2.10ก /	9 ก"#)9ก	"& (
radP ) ):!ก
ก"#%6&	%ก+ ( inP ) 	 












          8#% cde  4":0)/%	%ก+ (9&9	) 61ก (2.99) "6&ก 
(2.98)  ):!9	/4  
 









   (2.100) 
 
    (2.34) 
23#):!ก "Rก6ก (2.20) 
 
( , ) ( , )g cd gG e Dθ φ θ φ=    (2.101) 
 

















   (2.102) 
 








≃    (2.103) 
 
6";8#%ก93%/		ก&	3 %/		ก"# 95 6
ก (2.102) 
 
[ ]0 10 0( ) 10log cdG dB e D=    (2.104) 
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 ( 2I R ) 
$	"#":0)"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t r c de e e e=    (2.105) 
 
8#% te  = ":0)"& (9&9	)  
       
r
e  = ":0)ก#	กก"%ก = ( 21− Γ ) (9&9	) 
       ce  = ":0)/% (9&9	) 
       de  = ":0)/%
 (9&9	) 
       Γ   = ":>ก"%/%"#/	%ก+ 0 0( ) /( )in inZ Z Z ZΓ = − +        
8#% inZ = %)2!/ /%	%ก+, 0Z = %)2! (ก7( (Characteristic 
Impedance) /%	9 
          ก ce   de   (&ก 9กก&กก"% 93
กก	ก ce ก de  9%%ก )8#% กก/	 (2.39) 6&94 
 
( )21t r cd cde e e e= = − Γ    (2.106) 
 
8#% cd c de e e= = ":0)6ก9)/% 8#/%	%ก+ 
 
2.4.13  .	#	0-=9 
          )%!%ก&3# "#616ก9 	%ก+ (0)/%ก9&8%
 8# )	6 ก9":0)/% 8# (Beam Efficiency: BE) &	%ก+23#)5
&ก%	596"+"ก z ( 0θ = ) ":0)/% 8#ก&  8% ก"#9 (&8%
) 0	6ก	23#" 1θ  &	 ก"#9 (&8%) "&		%ก+ 8#% 1θ  
4"# 94 3#&3#/%ก	 "#%ก&%!2!/%ก"&6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θ φ θ θ φ
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ก
"#//%	%ก+ก"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# 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#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ก9ก 
          ก91/%$)21%94 $)21 (Linearly 
Polarization) $)21ก (Circularly Polarization) $)21 
(Elliptically Polarization) /3%	59กก7(ก&/%	%/% %!RR  %!
"#RR"#ก ( 6T 6"#914% 	ก94$)
21 9RRก&5 	ก9 4$)21
 "$)21  $)21ก 9ก4ก()+7/%$)
21 
          RR&6"+"/ก ( 8% 8#%%& 8# &
ก&/ก) 	ก94$)21	/ 6/("#&กRR&6
"+""/ก 4$)21	2	 
 )&%@%(", )&%@ก, )&%@*  
/	1#/(/% 8#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#"6"+" Z 9 
 
( ; ) ( ; ) ( ; )x x y yz t a z t a z t= +E E E    (2.108) 
 






( ; ) Re[ ] Re[ ]
cos( )
xj t kzj t kz
x x x
x x




+ +− += =
= + +














( ; ) Re[ ] Re[ ]
cos( )
yj t kzj t kz
y y y
y y




+ +− += =
= + +
E
  (2.110) 
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กก9%8#%//%9ก%/%"% 9
"9ก  9R &99ก%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% 4"9"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0 0x y x yE E= ⇒ =E E    (2.112) 
1 2 ,    0,1, 2,.. for CW
2








  + + = 
  
∆ = − = 
 − + =   
 (2.113) 
 
          8#"6"+"ก/ ( 8%"+" +Z) R6ก"# (2.112)  (2.113) "#
"6&ก CW (Clockwise)  CCW (Counter Clockwise) %ก 
. 	
	 
          $)21ก/38#% 9R4 #/% / 2π 9//%
RR9"9ก &8% 9R94 #/% / 2π # 8% 
 
0 0x y x yE E≠ ⇒ ≠E E    (2.114) 
1 2 ,    0,1, 2,.. for CW
2








  + + = 
  
∆ = − = 


















φ φ φ π >∆ = − ≠ ± 
= 
=
  (2.116) 
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1/ 22 2 4 4 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 cos(2 )
2 x y x y x y




1/ 22 2 4 4 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 cos(2 )
2 x y x y x y
OB E E E E E E φ  = + − + + ∆   
 (2.119) 
 















= − ∆ 
−  
   (2.120) 
 
          8#%ก&ก [ / 2 , 0,1, 2,...n nτ π= = ] ก&ก (	9%	) "9ก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21 (Polarization Loss) 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a a aE Eρ=    (2.122) 
 
8#% ˆaρ 4 %!&3#&9	/%	%ก+ 




ˆ ˆPLF cosw a pρ ρ= ⋅ = Ψ    (2.123) 
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 19%??(
/%1%!	! 23#)=9%)8#%& 9 19%??(8#%
/%5%8# T 9% 9/%"7	%ก+ "ก%:	3ก)( 99T"#
ก#	/%ก	%ก+61ก	0)"#4%"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)+,2$/++4$/++ HOne-RingO /(/++4$$556$"&. , '4( !)+
,2$	'$
4$556 !4ก	(++"&.M	ก 	(++-$ก"--$ก
" (Single-Input Single-Output : SISO) 	(++-$ก"-
"" (Single-Input 
Multiple-Outputs : SIMO) /(	(++
 ""--$ก" (Multiple-Input Single-
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= +y Hx n    (3.1) 
 
  y    /	556*	+ 1RN ×  
 x    /	556*$ 1TN ×  




/'	'	ก+ 2σ   
 H    /		
 - (normalize) $$556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⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
⋯
   (3.2) 
 
/($'	(ก+ mnh 4(/$	$-!	($ก*$ n ก+
ก*	+ m -2$4(1 ! 
	ก-$556 !4(
	,+$ก+
%19%??(9 "#%:	6""# 2 23#6"4ก%




























































































N(0,1/ 2) N(0,1/ 2)mnh j= +    (3.3) 
 
 mnh  /	$-!	($ก*$ n ก+ก*	+ 








!$$4กก$! 0.5λ  (Foschini and Gans, 1998) "&4(












	,	ก'0 $556 (white channel) /!5ก76 
wH  6
+$ wH  
	,	' !$. 
 
[ ]{ }, 0w i jE H =  
[ ]{ }2, 1w i jE H =    (3.4) 
[ ] [ ]{ }†, , 0w wi j m nE H H = , i m≠   j n≠  
 
  { }E x  /
$$ x  







/++4$$556/++ HOne-Ring7  !
ก	)+ ! $$ (Petrust, 
Reed and Rappaport, 1996)  !,3กก,2$$4$ Shiu, Foschini, Gans and Kahn 
(2000)  Svantesson and Ranheim (2001)  /( Svantesson (2002) 	+/++4$.  4(


!,*$ (Base Station : BS) 
ก	$$ก3	(+/.$ & 
4( 
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ก % 
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! Rd  	





	, ! ก	"4	6"$!$ก	$5564กก!$ n  '
$ก!	+ m 	
ก+ก	(!,ก!กก	ก	(4ก	(4 l  $.
	$556 mnh  







mn l nl lm
l





 = − + 











 lα  /
'	()Qก	ก	(4ก	(4$,ก!กก	ก	(4ก	(4 l  
 1,2, 3,...,l L=  /(
/++4$'0/'	
$-!
E'03 /(   

/'	'	'02$  lmD  /	(($	($ก*	+ m  ก+,  
ก!กก	ก	(4ก	(4 l  /( nlD  /	(($	($,ก!กก	ก	(4-










ก+  ad-hoc group (AHG) -2 $
4
 $
 5"& "# 
ก/'	 /()ก	 *!/++4$$556$"&. 	+!ก	'	(

	(++ /(	(+ก	&
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	+ !34 M  !$$ก 
4ก
$$/++4$!$! 



























,i AoDφ  
+3	6$

$556$ก (AoD) 	+!$ 
(1,2,..., )thi M=  ,*$ +ก+/.$Eก$ก	4
$ก$,*$ 
,i AoAφ  
+3	6$

$556 !	+ (AoA) 	+!$ 


















































  9%" (3.6) 
 
  B  /
ก!$/,+
, 
 0N  /
/'ก	
$556	+ก 















































ก7(ก61$	ก61	%ก+&	 T % !ก%6"0 90  23#"
ก6&&9 19	)# 19%??(60%&	 "#
"$	ก%+	 (/%619%??(&	 23#6&/%":0)
/%"#)#/3 "69/%	
"+ (Bit Error Rate : BER) 69
/%%ก99/%5 $	ก61ก7(%!21)8"# (spatial diversity) (Gesbert, 
Shafi, Shiu, Smith and Naguib, 2003) 23#%ก99 ก""# 42ก%)"-     
2ก%"!)" 2ก%)"-)%"!)" )%)"-2ก%"!)" 
49	9%	 "#4ก()+7/%)%)"-)%"!)"#% "#ก
)%)"-)%"!)" "6& 19%??("#)#/31 
	%ก+"#)#/3 $	%+	 (/%กR&	4ก? ?  
4ก"&.Mก	6














1) 19%??(49  #&	3 919%??( 4





ก		+ก!556/++ AWGN "$ 
3) ก		(

























*	+ 1 $'	(ก+ /(ก*$4 1 $'	(ก+
	$556










$. (Gesbert, Shafi, Shiu, Smith and Naguib A., 2003) 
 
2
2log (1 )SISOC hρ= +    (3.7) 
 
 ρ  /556556	+ก (Signal-to-Noise Ratio : SNR) ก
























= + ⋅ 
 
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4ก*$'0 TN  4ก
*	+'0 1 /( 
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= + ⋅ 
 




h      /	$ก n  
"&!/4ก$$$4กก!$
ก 42$!$
ก	   
	

























ก	 (3.7) ,2$ (3.9) -2$










































































= + ⋅  
  
I HH   (3.10) 
 
  det(.)  /ก		
/ (determinant) $
	ก- 
 I  /
	ก-2$
 R TN N×  
 ρ  /E$556556	+ก*	+  
 †H  /43ก	"$-!$ H  
ก	2ก76ก76($

















$ H  /( ก (eigenvalues) )ก	-$ก3	
"- 
	+ H  
 R TN N×   % 
	, !$. 
 
†=H UDV   (3.11) 
 
 U  '03/	
	ก- (unitary matrix)  R RN N×  /( V  '03/	
	ก-
  T TN N×   

   † †= =UU VV I  /(  D  
    






1 2diag( , , , ,0, ,0)mλ λ λ=D ⋯ ⋯   (3.12) 
 
 diag( )A &	'	(ก+!$'	(ก+//$

$	 A  
 1 2, , , mλ λ λ⋯  & ก 















  (3.13) 
 
ก
$ U  '0 ก	$ †HH  /(
$ V  '0








/(	ก$$$$556 i  
'0 iλ  (Gesbert, Shafi, Shiu, Smith and 
Naguib, 2003) /! ,ก	6.



















	3' 3.8 $556/++ ก 
 
!ก	/ H  ! †UDV  

ก	 (3.11) /(36
ก	 (3.1) ! †U
	
	,
ก	 (3.1)  !
'0 
 
y = Dx + nɶɶ ɶ   (3.14) 
 




 !'0 (Gesbert, Shafi, Shiu, 
















∑   (3.15) 
 










































ก ' "& '!ก+$556
ก ' ")
 !$/$ !$.  (Telatar, 1995; Khalighi, Brossier, Jourdain and Raoof, 2001; Gesbert, Shafi, 










=∑            (3.16) 
 









ρ µ λ − +
=
= −∑   (3.17) 
 
-2$ (.)+  
,2$'0+ก. /( 1 2, , , mλ λ λ⋯  & ก 
ก+3$
	 W  max( , )R Tm N N=  
ก	'	++ก+$& ก	6!ก$$
ก

























	3' 3.9 $556/++	8N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3.6  ก' .	#	0."	%		#-"	%	%## 










4E (mean capacity) /(
4 





""/! C  ก		+	















   
= +  
   
∑            (3.18) 
 









,out qC  4(
,2$	ก		+$	

	,!$ !'0 (100 )q−  '	-1$$556"4	6 !'0 
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$	5"# 3.10  9Rก!1กก/%19%??()
%)"-)%"!)"&9	49%"9%2! (bps/Hz) $	"#	%ก+
94 2 	%ก+4 2 $	6& 99??(9%??(ก
 94 10 dB 0	68#%/"#9"/%5/%19%??("#0 9 $	&9 9 








	3' 3.10  CDF $








  (Complementary Cumulative 






















$	"# ( )F x  4 9Rก!1กก  ( )Q x  4 99/%Rก!1ก   






	3' 3.11  CCDF $
4$556 2x2 MIMO /++ i.i.d.  SNR = 10 dB 
 
ก5"# 3.11 %	9 9 19%??()%)"-)
%"!)" &94 9/%/%5	ก65"# 3.10  3.11  9 
,0.1outC = 3.896 bps/Hz  
&	3$%ก"# 9 19%??(#ก9 3.896 bps/Hz %	59 10% &8%ก9%ก
	&3#  8%$%ก 90% "# 9 19%??(กก9 9ก% 8% 3.896 
bps/Hz  9 
#	"# 94 5.5593 bps/Hz 19	ก 9 CDF 
 















































"# '$4 -2$4( !)++, ' /($ !ก,2$)ก	
'	++








































"# "4	6ก4ก/++	3'ก	/"$$$ก "& !4กก	
"#4$/++















"4	6  !/ก  
1) /++	3'ก	/"$$$ก/($'	(ก+ (element radiation pattern) 
2) 	3'/++ก	4$ก/++/,+ (array configuration) 
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= +y Hx n    (4.1) 
 
  y  /	556*	+ 1RN ×  





/'	'	ก+ 2σ   
H  /	
 -	$556
 R TN N×   








R R R T
N
N















⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
⋯
   (4.2) 
 
/($'	(ก+ mnh 4(/$	$-! 	($ก*$ n ก+
ก*	+ m  
ก	"4	6ก*	+
ก4ก	$556/(3 
/! mnh  -2$/++4$$556 % /($556 	& 










y hx n= +    (4.3) 
 
 y /556*	+ x /556*$ n /556	+ก*	+ /( h
/	$556 


































ก	 (2.77)  !$.  
 
  22( , ) ( , ) ( , )G k E Eθ φθ φ θ φ θ φ = +     (4.4) 
 
 ( , )G θ φ /	ก$φ 	+	(+/.$ (elevation plane) /( 
θ  	+	(+/ (azimuth plane) $/$	3' 4.1 /( k 
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Dipole  9.25%  6.21% 
Yagi-Uda  18.00%  18.14% 
0	%ก%  
(Indoor) 
Dipole )#/3 11.93% )#/3 3.17% 
Yagi-Uda )#/3 27.75% )#/3 15.83% 
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